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ON SEQUENTIAL BARRELLEDNESS OF LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 

By W. H. Hsiang 

1. Introduction 

Let L be a locally convex space (abbrev. by LCS) over K (K=R Or K=C) , 
and L' be the dual (l inear) space of all continuous, linear functionals on L. 

L is called countably barrelled (or quasibarrelled) if ∞unded subsets of L。’

(or L/) which are countable unions of equicontinuous subsets of L' are 

equicontinuous on L-Defs. 1 and 2, [6] . Hence countably barrelled spaces are 

countably quasibarrelled. Conversely, Hausdorff, quasi-complete, countably 

quasibarrelled spaces are countably barrelled. Moreover, the completion L 
(Thm. 2. 9.1 , [3] _) of any Hausdorff, countably quasibarrelled space L is 

countably barrelled. AlI the above results are Propositions 3, 4 and 5, [6] . 

Besides these relations between countably barrelled and countably quasibarrelled 

spaces, there are other interesting properties in [6] _ For example, Theorem 

3 is the Banach- Steinhaus theorem, and Thenrem 6 is on the m.pping proper

ties of countably barrelled spaces. 

On the other hand, the spaces mentioned in the last paragraph had been 

extended to other classes of barrelled spaces. For example, a LCS L is called 

a-convergently barrelled (or sequeηtially barrelled in De f. vr. 4, [7].; or on 
p.353, [13] .) if convergent sequences in L_' are equicontinuous on L. In this 

’ case, L/ and Lß ’ have the same bounded subsets; and L has the same barrels 

and quasibarrels (prop. 4(i) and (ii) , [13] .) , where a barrel (or quasibarre l) 

。f L is a closed, convex, balanced, absorbing (or bornivorous) subset of L 

ln this paper, we define the counterpart of <7-convergently barrelled spaces- a 

LCS L is called c01lvergently barrelled (or quasi- po• barrelled on p.247, [8] .) 

if convergent sequences in Lß' are equicontinuous on L-and discuss some 

properties of these two classes of barrelled spaces 

However, the main objective of this paper is to discuss the intermediate 
(barrelled) spaces between countably barrelled (or quasibarrelled) spaces and 

.q -convergently (or convergently) barrelled spaces, A LCS L is called <7- boun

dedly (or boundedly) barrelled if bounded sequences in L.' (or L/) are equicon-
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tinuous on L. These two classes of barrelled spaces are introduced by 

M. Dewilde C. Houet, [2J; and are called l1-barrelled and l1-quasibarrelled in 

Definition \r. 1, [7J (or 1∞-barrelled and quasi- !∞- barrelled on p. 249, [8J) . 

However, the discussions in [2J , [7J and [8J are in other aspects. By simple 
computation, we can easily check that these two classes of barrelled spaces 

indeed contain the c1asses in [6J as subclasses. On the other hand, null or 

convergent sequences are bounded. Thus the classes of boundedly barrelled 
spaces form subclasses of these barrelled spaces in the last paragraph. 

2. Preliminaries in the structure of locally convex spaces 

Let L be a linear space over K , then we denote by ψ and Þ a linear fun

ctional and a semi.norm on L, respectively‘ For any ψ， we let þ~ be the 

absolute value of ψ on L which is certainly a semi-norm. For any þ, let L(Pl 

be the semi-normed linear space defined by þ. Hence the collection { 잉(x， ,) : 

xEL and ,> 0) is a base of open subsets of L에 I where 잉(x， ,) = (yEL : 

p (y-x)<,) . More general , if P is a non.empty collection of semi-norms on 
ι then the weakest, locally convex topology on L for any þEP to be continuous 

exists. This topology is called the þrojtctiv< limit 01 the tOþologies on L 

induced by P , and has an open (or c1osed) base of neighborhα성s of OEL 

” consisting of the sets of the form n. Vp,<O, ,) = (xEL : p,(x) <, for i= 1, 2, ... ，써 
n '=1 

(or .n V. ,<O, ')={ XEL :þ， (x)드E for i=I,2. "' ，서) ， where þ，εp for ; = 1,2,… ,n 
’=, 

and ,> 0 (Example 4, [5J) . Let Lp be L with this projective limit topology. 

Conversely, if L is a LCS and P is the collection of all continuous semi-norms 

on L, then L= Lp (Thm. 5. 1, [11]) . If P L' = (P ~ ψεL’ ) ， then PL드P， If Lw 
is the projective limit of (L(p,l ψεL') ， then L .. r;;;;, L, where the notation “드” 
indicates the set-containment between different, locally convex topologies on 
L (in the rest of this paper) , and “w" means the weak topology of L (Example 

2. 4.20, [3J) 

Let μ (;=1 , 2) tε a LCS over K and &!(서， L,) be the linear space of all 

continuous, linear maps from Ll into L2' The definition of equicontinuous 

subsets of @(L" L,) can be found on p.198 and proposition 3.4.4, [3J . If L 

is a LCS. A드L and A’드L’. then we define AO
= ( I'εL' : II'(x) I 드 1 for xEA) 

and o(A’)=(xεL: Iψ (x) 1::;;1 for ψEA’)， which are called the þolar 01 A in L’ 
and the þre-þo!ar 01 A' in ι respectively (Def. 3.3.1 , [3J). The basic propertie!>. 
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of polars can be found in proposition 3.3.1 , [3J 

We now construct locally convex topologies on a' (Lj' L2). If A is a bounded' 

subset of Lj and p isacontinuoussemi-norm on L2' then W=p - j ([O, IJ) is a 

neighbcrh얘 。f OEL
2
• Jf rpE a' (Lj' L2) , then ψ(A) is bounded in L2 and 

ψ(A)드aW for scme a> O. Hence p(ψ ( :r)) :S;a for any :rεA. This implies 

that TA ,p : 령(Lj' L2)• [0, +∞) by ψ→sup{P(rp(:r)) : :rEAI is well-defined and 

a seminorm. We denote by a'(T. ,,) (Lj' L2) the semi-normed linear space 

defined by T A ,p' Jf ω is a non-empty collection of bcunded subsets of Lj ’ 

then we let P.={TA,p : Aεω and p is a continuous semi-norm on L2} and 

a' .(Lj, L,) the projective limit of (Æil'(η，，)(Lj ， L2) : TA ,peP.I. Jf ω={{ :r} : 

zε서}， ω= {A : A is precompact in Lj} 아 띠= {A : A is bcunded in Lj }, then 

we write a'.(Lj, L,l, a', (L j, L2) and aJp(Lj, L2) for ε컸(Ll' L2) , respectively 

(Example 2. 4.20 ; Defs. 3. 4.2 and 3.9.2, [3]). The notations L.' , L,' and Lp’ 

are for a'.(L, K) , 홍，(ι K) and a' p (L, K) , respectively. 

LEMMA 1. If LiU=I ,2) is a LCS over K and ω is a collection 01 bounded 

subsets 01 Ll' lhen &1，ω (Ll' 심) has a base of neighborhoods of OEa' (Lj' L2) 

” 
consisting 01 the sets 01μthe j껴òrηrn.낸llV/Tη“Aμι…’“1 ，1' 1’J’”깨‘ 
and e> O. In particular, L,/ (L;.' or Lp’ ) has a base of neighborhoods of 0εL' 

consist;ng of the sets of the form AO for a깨 /inite (precomþact or bounded) subUl 

A of L. 

PROOF. The first statement is clear. For any :rEL, we define T.: L’• 

[0, +∞) by rp→ l￠ (1) 1. Hence T is a semi-norm on U , and VT.(0， E)=터:r} 0 x 

for any ,> 0. This 빼팍5l rT. (0,e) :=ls-l Zi i=새 ’”}0, where z,eL 

for ;=1 , 2, ‘ , n and ,> 0. This proves the case L.'. The pr∞fs of L,' and Lp’ 

are similar since the co l1ections of a l1 precompact subsets and bcunded subsets 

of L are closed under finite union and positive multiple. 

If A드껑(μ， L2) and ω is a non-empty col1ection of bcunded subsets of Lj ’ 
then (A) ω is A with the relative topology induced by a'ω (Lj' L2). Since 

a'.(Lj, L2)드a'，(Lj' L2) , we have (A).드 (A) ，. We have the fo l1owing lemma. 

LEMMA 2. If L‘ (;=1 , 2) is a LCS Over K and A is an equicontinuous subset 01 
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. .9! (L,. L,) . 싸n (11).=(11) , 

PROOF. We prove this lemma and its analogies in Theorem 3. [4j . 

3. The cl.sses of boundedly and convergently barrelled spaces 

If L is a LCS and A드L (or A'드L'). then AO (or o(A’)) is c1osed. convex. 
balanced in L.' (or Lw). A subset A of L is called a u-bounded barrel if A= 

O{ψ， • n=1,2, ,,} f。r some bounded sequence l% : ”=l,2,… l in L,/ Slnce 
+∞‘ +∞ . 

A= n u{ψ'J= n ψ; ‘ (D). where D={%EK: 1%1:S; l) is the c1osed. unit disk of 
11= 1 11=1 

K. A is a countable intersection of c1osed. convex. bslanced neighborhαxls 
o of 0εL. If xEL. then {\On : n=l. 2. … }드a{x}" for some a> O implies xEaA 

Hence A is absorbing in L. In other words. A is a bsrrel and a countable 

barrel of L (Thm. 1. [6)). where a countable barrel of L is a barrel which is 
a countable intersection of c1osed, ∞nvex. balanced neighborhαxls of 0드L 

On 뼈 아her hand. O{ \On} =하， ([0.1) ) is a c1osed. convex. balanced neighb. 

orhα녕 of OELw for n=I.2. …. Thus A is a barrel of L .. (prop. 3.4.3. [3)) 

and a countable barrel of Lω L is call혀 u-bound.씨'y barreUed if u-bounded 

barrels of L are neighborhαxls of 0εL. It is c1ear that countably barrelled 
spaces are u-boundedly barrelled. We have the following characterizations of 
this c1ass of spaces. 

PROPOSITION L Let L be a LCS. then the 10110ωing statemen/s are equivalent. 

(i) L is u-boundedly barrelled. 

(i i) Bounded sequences ;n L/ are equ;con“nuous on L 

(i i i) 1I 1 An : n= 1.2 •... } is an absorbing sequence 01 subsets 01 L (Def. on p. 257. 

[2) or on p.253. [7)) a찌 꺼E샤 껴r n=l ,2,"', then (~1f : n=1 ,2,''') is equ;con. 

tinuous on L 

(iv) 11 {V" : n= 1,2 • ... } is a uquence 01 closed, convex, balanced neighborhoods 
+∞ +∞ 

olOEL… such that n V. i s absorb‘’.Ig in L. then n V. ’s a neighborhood 01 OEL. 
11=1 n=1 

+0。 ‘ 
(v) 1I A’= U V: is a bounded subset 01 L.' . ψhere V .. i s a clostd, convex, 

11=1 “ - “ 

‘ balanced neighborhood 01 OEL.‘u for n=1 ,2, ''', then A’ is eqrlÎcon/inuous on L 

PROOF. We prove the following equivalences: ( i )~(ii)~(iii). and (i i)~(iv)~(v). 

( i) ~(i i ) If (i) is true and {\On: n= I.2 .... } is bounded in L;. then A=O{ \On: 

• 
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n=l ,2. ‘ is a ,,-èounded barrel of L which contains a neighborhα성 V of 

ιOEL. Thus (I'. ‘ 11=1 ， 2，"')드 VO implies that {ψn : n= 1, 2, ... J is equicontinuous 

on L (prop. 3. 4.6, [3J). Conversely, if A=o{ψn: n= l , 2. ‘. 1 is a ,,-bounded 
o barrel 。f L, then M” : ”=l 2, }드 VV for some c1osed, convex, balanced 
o I ~ ,0 neighborhood V of 0εL. Hence V=V(VV)드O{ I'. : 11 = 1, 2, .. . 1 = A (Prop. 35.3, 

[12J) implies that A is a neighborho여 of 0ε L. 

(ii) 융 (iii) This is Theorem V!. 1, [7J 

( ii)융 ( iv) This is Proposition 12. 1. 6 (b) , [8J. 

(iv) 성 (v) Jf (iv) is true, A' satisfies the assumptions of (v) and xεL， then 

A’드a{xl O for some a> O implies xEao (ι) =aO(# vg) =a ￦ o(vg) =a # v-
"=1 “ 11=1 “ 11=1 

+∞ 
for any :rεL. Thus n V. is absorbing in L, and a neighborhood of OEL. This 

11=1 
+∞ +∞ ‘ +.。 ‘ +∞ n 

impJies that (n VJv, and so is U V~ for U V~Ç( n VJv, is equicontinuous 
11=1 11=1 … 11=1 “ 11=1 

-on L. ConverseJy, if {V.: n=I , 2, ‘ ’ } is a sequence of c1os:ed, convex, balanced 
+∞ +∞ ‘ 

neighborhoods of OEL… such that n V. is absorbing in L, then ( n VJv is 
11=1 11=1 

+∞ +∞ • 
bounded in L_' , and so is U V~. Hence U V~ satisfies the assumptions of 

11=1 “ .-1 
+∞ 

(v) , and is equicontinuous on L. This impJies'U V~드VO for some cJosed, 
11= 1 “ 

convex, baJanced neightorhcod V of OEL impJies V=o(Vo)드O(7 v?) =#。(v?)
11 = 1 11=1 

+∞ +∞ 
= n V impJies that (1 V. is a r. eightorl:αXI of 0εL 

11=1 11=1 

The equivaJences tet、，'een (iv) and (v) in Fror.osition 1 construct the anaJogy 

of T. Husain’ s characterization of countabJy barreJJed spaces (Thm. 1, [6]) 

for " boundedly barreJJed spaces. 

Let L be a LCS. Then a subset A of L is caJJed a "collvergent barre/ if 

A=o{% : ”= l , 2, } f。r some null sequence {% : n= l , 2, ‘ ’ in La’ Since nuJJ 

seQ uences in L ’ are bounded, A is a ,,- tounded barreJ of L, and hence a 
‘ O 

countabJe barreJ of L. On the otter hand , since L' = (L)' , {ψ11 :n=1.2,"'} is 

a nuJJ sequence in (L):. Thus A is a ,,-èounded barreJ and countabJe barreJ 

of Lw L ls called g conerge”tly barrelled If o convergent barrels of L are 

neighborhocds of OEL. We have the foJJowing characterizations of this c1ass 
.of spaces 
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PROPOSITION 2. 1ιt L be a LCS, then the βllowing stattments are equivalent. 

(i) L is q- convergently barrelled. 

(i i) Null sequtnces in L(/' are equicontinuous on L. 

(i ii) 1I {A. : n= 1, 2, “ is Qn increasing sequence 01 convex, balanced suhsets 0] 

L (i. e. A.드An+1 f or 71=1.2,''') such that any xEL i s ;n some A", then {~n : n= 

1,2, ... )드L’ is equicontinuous on L when tpnEA~ βr n=I.2, .... 
(iv) 1I {V.: n=1 ,2, …] is a sequence 01 closed, convex, halanced neighborhoods 

+∞ 
olOELw with any xEL ;n somt n Vn, where m= m(x) is a positive integer, then 

n=m 
+∞ n V _ is a neighborhood 010εL. 
n=l 

PROOF. The proof of ( i )옹 ( ii ) is similar to that of (i)융 (ii) of Proposition 

1. Hence we on)y prove (ii) 융 (i ii ) and ( ii)여 (iv) 

( ii )성 ( iii ) If (i i) is true, .:rεL and e> O, then e- 1.:rEA .. for some "0드Z+ ， 

where Z + is the set of aJl positive integers. Hence 1κ， (1) l Se implles

l ψ (x) I::;e for n"2. n, (since A~ ζA~ for nEZ+). Thus lim ψ (x) = 0 for any 
n+l-~-n --- ,,_ 

xEL implies that {ψ .• : n= 1, 2, .. . 1 is a nuJl sequence in L.' . By (ii) , 11'. : n= 

1,2, ... 1 is equicontinuous on L. Conversely, if {ψ” : n= l , 2, -- l IS a null sequence 
+0。“

in L.' , then we define Am= n U{ψ. ) for mEZT. Jt is c1ear that {A. : " = 1,2, …} 
n=m 

is an increasing s여uence 。f convex- balanced subsets of L and R,EA2 f。r

nEZ+. Jf xEL, then {X)O being a neighborhood of 0εL.' implies that there 

is an "oE Z + with 'PnE{x}O for n는n。 Thus xEA,1O Hence lA, -”= 1, 2, ---} 
satisfies the assumptions of (iii) , and {ψ'" : n= l , 2, ... } is equicontinuous on L 

(ii) # (iv) This is Proposition 12.2.6 (a) , [8J . 

The equivalences between (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2 remain valid if 

the sequence (A. : n=1, 2, ... ) satisfies the stringent assumptions: Each A. is 

convex and balanced in L with any xEL in A. for all but finitely many ,,'s. 
+∞ 1 

The new assumptions imply the original one by taking Bm = n A. for mεZ T. 
n=m 

We no、，v çonsider the çounterpart of q -bαmded ly barrelled spaces. Let L be 

a LCS. Then a subset A of L is called a bounded barrel if A is the pre-polar 

이 some bounded sequence (I'. : n=1, 2, ... ) in L/- If B is a b뼈m아Ul뼈l 

of Lι， then (ψ‘ψO.‘ : n=1 ， 2’ν“….“. )드aBO for some a> O implies B드aA implies that A is 
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a bornivorous, q-bounded barrel of L. Conversely, if A=O(ψ'11: n= l ,2, ... } is a 

bornivorous, q-bounded barrel of L and B is bounded in L, then B드aA=a 

O(ψn : n= 1. 2 . ... ) for some a> O implies (ψ11: n=l ， 2 ， “}드aBO . Hence ( \D.: n= 

1, 2, ... ) is bounded in LP', and A is a ∞unded barrel of L. Jn other words, 
bounded barrels and bornivorous, q-bounded barrels of L are identical. Since 

+∞ • 
A = n v(ψ1) ， A is a bornivorous barrel of L which is a countable intersection 

11=1 
of cJosed, convex, balanced neighbαhoods of OEL. Thus A is a countable 
quasibarrel of L (Thm. 2, (6) ) , where a countable quasibarrel of L is a 

bornivorous, countable barrel. On the other hand, since Lw and L have the 

same bounded subsets (Thm. 36.2, [J2)) , A is a bornivorous barrel and 
countable quasibarrel of Lw' L is called boundedly barrelled if bounded barrels 

of L are neighborhoods of OEL. Hence countably quasibarrelled spaces and 

q-boundedly barrelled spaces are boundedly barrelled. We have the following 

characterizations of this c1ass of spaces. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let L be a LCS, then the /olluwing staJements are equivalent. 

(i) L is boundedly barrelled. 

(ii) Bornivorot‘s, q- bounded barrels 0/ L are neighborhoods 01 OEL. 

(iii) Bounded sequences in Lß' are equicontinuous on L. 

(iv) 1/ lAn : n= l ,2, ... } is a bornivorous sequence 01 subsets 01 L (i .e. it is an 

absorbing sequence such that any bounded subset 01 L is absorbed by sOlne An) and 

%EAg ιr nEZ+, then {ψ，，: n= l ,2, ... } is equiconti끼uous 0 1l L. 

(v) J/ (V.: n= I ,2, ... ) is a sequence 0/ closed, convex, balanced neighborhoods 0/ 
+∞ +∞ 

O드L… such thaJ n V _ is bornivorous, then n V _ is a neighborhood 01 OEL 
,,1:0: 1 11= 1 “ 

+∞ -
(vi) 1/ A'= U V: is bounded ;n L II ' , where V.. ;s a closed, convex, balanced 

"=1 “ ‘ r “ 

neighborhood 0/ OELw /or n‘三Z ' ， then A' is equicontinuous on L. 

It is cJear that q-boundedly barrelled spaces are boundedly barrelled. We 

have the following theorem for the converse to be true. 

THEOREM 1. Hausdorl/, quasi'complete, boundedly barrelled spaces are q-boundedly 

barrelled. 

PROOF. The pr∞f follows from Theorem 3.5.4, (3) with Propositions 1 
and 3. 
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As we did for O'-convergently b.rrelled sp.ces. • subset A of • LCS L is 
..çalled a convergent barrel if it is the pre-polar of some null sequence in L/ 

It is easy to check that convergent barrels of L are bornivorous, a-convergent 
barrels. However, the CQnverse is generally not true. It is also true that 

convergent b.rrel s .re bounded b.rrels. .nd hence count.ble qu.sib.rrels. 
On the other h.nd. since L’= (L . ..l ’ and L .nd L... have the s.me bαmded 

“ subsets. we h.ve LP' = (L) p'- Hence .ny convergent b.rrel of L is • convergent 

barrel, bounded barrel and countable quasibarrel of Lw, A LCS L is called 

convergently barreil ed if convergent barrels of L are neighborhoods of OEL. 

It is c1e.r th.t u-convergently b.rrelled sp.ces .nd count.bly b.rrelled sp.ces 

.re convergently b.rrelled. We h.ve the following char.cteriz.tions of this 
c1.ss of sp.ces 

PROPOSI fION 4. Let L be a LCS. T hen the Jollo따ng statements are equivalent . 

(i) L is convergently barrelled 

(‘ i) Null sequences ;11 Lß' are equico!'…uous 011 L 

(i ii) 11 {An : 11 = 1, 2, ... } is an increasing sequence 01 convex, balanced $ubsets 01 

L such thal Qny hOlmded subset 01 L is contained ;11 somt An' then {ψIn: n= 1, 2,"'} 드L’ 

i s equicontinuous on L ψhen ψ，EAg kr n= l ,2,. ,. 

(iv) lf {Vn : n=1.2 • ... } is a sequence 01 closed, COnvex, balanced neighborhoods 
+∞ +∞ 

oJ 0εLw such thal an:l bounded subset 01 L is contained in SOt1le ('1 Vn• then ('1. V 
n=m … n=1 

is a neighborhood oJ 0εL. 

It is c1 e.r th.t • b.rrelled sp.ce of one kind m.y not be • b.rrelled sp.ce 
of .nother kind. For the counterex.mples. we refer NO.44 to NO.50 in 
S. Kh.leel비1.’ s book “Counterex.mples in TVS" (Springer-Verl.g. 1982). Since 

bounded .nd convergent b.rrels of a LCS L .re defined by considering 
sequences in ι. they are c.lled sequential barrels of L in gener.1 

If L is • Hausdorff LCS. then we denote by L the completion of L (pp.133 
-134. [3]) . If L is • Hausdorff. qu.sib.rrelled (or count.bly qu.sib.rrelled) 

sp.ce. then L is b.rrelled (or count.bly b.rrelled) - Exer. 3.6.2. [3] (or Prop. 

5. [6]) . We h.ve the following p.r.llel result for boundedly b.rrelled sp.ces. 

THEOREM 2. !J L is a I-lausdoηfJ. boundedly barrelled space over K. then L is 

ι-boundedly barrel/ed 

PROOF. We note that L has • b.se of neighborhoods of OEL consisting of 
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the sets of the form V, the c10sure of V in 'L, for .ny b.sic neighborhood V 

of 0εL (Proof on p. 134. [3J). Let Â = 0 {ψ n = 1, 2, ... } be • q - bounded b.rreJ 
” 

of 'L, where 때n ‘ n= I ,2, ‘ l ls b。unded ln (i)a/ and O{￠” ” = 1, 2, } lS the 

pre.poJar of {<Þn : 11= 1. 2 . ... } in 'L. If D is the cJosed, unit disk of K , then 
‘ +∞ 1 ‘ +∞ +∞ +∞ ‘ 
A = n ψ; ‘ (α . nd A = A n L= n (ψ;;' (D) nμ n ‘ (<ÞnIL) ‘ (α = nψ;l(D) = 

11=1 11=1 11=1 
+∞ 

O{"n ‘ ” = l ,2, l = ，，El짜l( [0， 1]) ， where %=￠，， 1 L for ,1ez +arl[ I O{ψn:n = I ， 2 .... } 

is the pre-poJar of {"n : n= 1. 2, ... } in L. Since ιE(L) ' .nd κ=싸! L' we have 

"nEι .nd hence p;.I( [O, l J) is • c1osed, convex , b.J.nced neighborhood o[ 

oεLw for nEZ + lf B is • bounded subset of L .nd Bl is the .bsoJuteJy 

convex hull of B in L, then Bl is bounded in L .nd 'L by the .rguments in 

the beginning of this proof. Let Ê be the c10sure of BJ in 'L, then Ê is c1osed, 
convex, b.J.nced, bounded .nd comp}ete in 'L (Prop. 2. 9.3, [3J) . Since Â is 

• barrel of 'L , 'Ê is .bsorbed by λ (Thm. 3.5.2, [3J). T hi s implies that Ê n L, 
and so is B, is absorbed by A=Â n L. Thus A is bornivorous, .nd • neighbor

hood of 0εL by Proposition 3(v). This implies th.t Ã , and so is Â by the 

set.cont. inment Ã =Â n노AnL=Â n 'L =Â ， is a neighborhood of OE 'L. Thus 

'L is q-boundedJy b.rrelled. 

In the proof of Theorem 2, we c.n prove th. t {ψn : 11 = 1,2, ... J is bounded 

ln Lo, (Slnce {￠” : n= 1,2, } lS bounded ln (L) 。7· Hence A lS a bornivorolls, 
q-bounded b.rrel of L which is a neighborhood of 0εL by Proposition 3 (i i) 

Thus these .rguments c.n . Iso prove Theorem 2 

The following theorem gives the perm.nent properties of .11 the c1.sses' 

。f sp.ces constructed in this section (cf. Props. 3. 6. 4 .nd 3‘ 6.9 with their 

coroll.ries, . [3J ; Theorem. 8 .nd Coroll.ries 13 .nd 14, [6J) 

THEOREM 3 μt (서 : rErJ be a non-empty collection of LCS alld L be a linear 

sþace over K. For any T르F， 야 L • L is a Unear map. Let L be with the inductive r_vv --_. ' T T 

llynIt topology induced b lLr : TE「l and {씨 rErJ (Def. 011 p. 157, [3J). 

(i) 1f Lr i5 q • boulldedly (or boundedly) barrelled for rEF, then 50 i5 L. 

(ii) lf 셔 is (J-convergently (or convergef.써 

PROOF. (i) We note that • convex, balanced, .bsorbing subset A of L is a: 

ne ighborho여 of 0εL if and only if 싸 '(A) is • neighborhood af OE서 for 
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7 EI’ (Proof on p.157. [3) ). We now assume that 셔 is l1-boundedly barrelled 
+∞ 

for rer. If A= o{% :n=l, 2. l isao-boundedbarrelof L, thenA= n 띤'(D) . 
•. ‘ l 

+∞ +∞“ 
Hence <Þ.카 (A)= 'n<Þ; '(I<'~'(α)= 'n 0( 1<'.쩌}=W쩌T • 7i= l , 2,---} for any rεr 

11=1' 11=1 

Thus it suffices to prove that (1<'써'r: n=! ， 2. ‘’ is a bounded sequence 

in (Lr)/ for rer. It lS clear that A l S a barrel of L and 싸'(A) is a barrel 

of L_. If x_EL_. then <þ.(xJ εL implies that 애 (xJ)O is a neighborho여 of T T' , T ' r' . ' T ' T 
o 

，0εL。’. and hence {ψn : n=l , 2, . .. }ζa{ψ (xJ). for some a> O. This implies ---.", T 
o ~ _ _ _ 17+ I (，φ싸r) (xr) I :S;a. i. e. 1<'"，<Þrεa(xr ) . for nEZ T

• Thus {I<'써 n=l , 2,"'} is a 

bounded sequence in (LJι. and <þ: ' (A) is a l1- bounded barrel of L. which is 
「’ r 

a neighborh∞d of 0탁 by assumption. This is true for any TEr. Hence A 

is a neighborhood of OEL. Thus L is l1-boundedly barrelled. If Lr is boundedly 

barrelled for any TEr, and A is a bounded barrel of L , then we can similarly 

prove that <Þ:' (A) is a bounded barrel of L. for any TEr. The rest proof of 
r 

this case follows the same pattern as the previous one. 

COROLLARY 1 μt lLr rerl be a normpη collection of LCS over K and 

L= li ι be the direct 5um of (L. : TE r) with the direct 5um toþology (Examþle 
r Er I ‘ 

2. 12. 2, [3) ). 

(i) If 서 i5 l1 -boundedly (or boundedly) barrelled for TEI’, thtn so is L. 

(ii) If μ ‘s g -convergently (ωo야r conve 

COROLLARY 2. Let L be a Lc;α'S aαn찌，dMbeal“，ntar 5μ찌u‘b5þac.α't ~νfL. LetLι/샤M be 

.the quotienl space with quotie1lt topology, 

(i) If L i5 l1 -boundedly (or boundedly) barrelled, then 50 i5 L/M. 

(ii) If L i5 l1 -convergenÛY (or convergently) barrelled, then 50 i5 L/M. 

PROOF. The pr∞fs follow directly from Theorem 3 and the fact that the 

quotient topology is the inductive limit topology on L/M induced by the 
q uotient map. 

If Li (‘ = 1,2) is a LCS over K and I<'E &V (L" L2) is a{most open on L, (Def. 

3.17.1, [3)). then the barrelledness properties of L, can be inherited to L
2 

through ψ up to that L, is countably quasibarrelled (Prop. 8. [6)) . We now 

extend these results to other spaces. 
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THEOREM 4. Let L,( i=l. 2) be a LCS over K and ψE&3' (L1• L, ) be alllwst open 

.()n Ll' Then 

(i) 1f Ll is q -boundedly (or boundedly) barrelled. then so is L,. 

(i i) 11 LI is a- convergently (or convergently) barrelled, then so is L
2 

PROOF. If Ll is q- boundedly barrelled and A，=이ψ'" : n= l , 2, -,.} is a 

o-。。unded barrel of L2, lhen Al=￠ l(A2)=O{써ψ n= I.2 • ... }. Since (싸'1' : 

n= l. 2 •... } is a bounded sequence in (L):. the proof of this fact is similar 

to that 이 {<pn씨 : n=l, 2, } bell1g bounded ln (Lr)g’ in Theorem 3, we can 

conclude that A, is a q-bounded barrel of Ll which is a neighborhood of OEL, 
by assumption. Since cp is almost open, 따7=ψ(p-l(A2)) ， and s。 lS A2 by 

the set-containment <p (\0 - , (A，)) 드A， =A，’ is a neighborhood of 0εL， . Thus L, 
is q-boundedly barrelled. The other case can be proved similarly. 

At the end of this section. we discuss a property of weak topologies of 

various classes of barrelled spaces. 

PROPOSITION 5. (i) lf L is a LCS such that Lω i s a barretled space 01 some kind 

constructed in this section, then so is L. 

(ii) 1γ L is a LCS such that Lw is barrelled (or quasibarrelled). then L= Lω· 

PROOF. (i) Since (L.Y =ι and L and L ... have the same bounded subsets. w 

we have (Lw).’ =L,’ and (L)β/=La’. By these identities, we can prove this 

part. 

(ii) Let Lw be barrelled ‘ Since L and Lw have the same barrels (Prop. 3.4. 3. 

[3] ). we let P, be the collection of all barrels of L and Lw' and (L) p, be 

the barrelled extension of L“. then (L.ω ) pp‘ has a base 01 neighborhoods of 

O드L consisting of all members of Pc (Examples (iii) after Thm. 4 and (i) 

after Cor이lary 4, [5] ) • Thus (Lg)pp,=Lg- If Lfi, is the barrelled exterlSl。n 。f

L. then L드Lppt= (Lg)pp.=Lι implies L=Lw' If Lω is quasibarrelled, then we 

let Pð be the collection of all quasibarrels of L and Lw’ and (Lw) Pp. be the 

quasibarrelled extension of L“ The rest of the proof follows the sa me pattern 

as the previous case. 

For any LCS L, Ihe spaces Lpp, and Lppi ln tl1e pro。f 。f Pr。p。sitlOn 5 are 

called the barrelled and quasibarrelled extensions of L (for L드Lpp，드Lp，μ) • 

respectively. The analogies of other barrelled extensions. e. g. boundedly and 
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con、 ergently barre Jled extensions of L, generaJly do not exist. Certainly, we 

can canstruct LCS which are near to the above extensions, e. g. Proposition 

6 in the foJl owing, but they are not necessarily the extensions of the original 

spaces. 

COROLLARY 3. (i) IJ L is a LCS wilh Lι노L， then Lw i S 1101 barrelled. 

(ii) Jf L is a normcd linear sþace over K with L = Lw' then L is a Banach space 

and rμlexive (Def. 3. 4.1, [IJ) . 

PROOF. (i) If L is Hausdorff, so is L.... !f, in addition, L ... is barreJled, w 

then Lω is with the finest , Hausdorff, loca Jly convex topology among aJl 

HauEdorff, loca Jly convex topologies whose dual s are {Lω)' = L’ (Prop. 3.6.3, 
[3.). Hence L=Lw which is a contradiction. This proves the case that L is 

Hau; dorf f. The general case foJlows directly from Proposition 5. 

(ii) By (1), p.58 of [IJ, L is of finite dimension. Thus L is homeomor

phically isomorphic to K n for some n드z+ (Thm. 2. 10. 1, [3J) . Hence L is a 

Banach space and reflexive (CcroJlary 1. 2. 2 and Theorem. 4.4 . 2, [I J) 

COROLLAR Y 4. Lel n and N be the sels oJ all real numhcrs (ψilh the usual 

lopolcgy) a,1d posil‘ve ;nlcgers, respective!y. Then nN ψith the þroduct toþology is 11이 
normable. 

PROOF. This is (7) , p.150 of [9J. However, if we consider L = n N as the 

linear space of all real sequences under coordinatewise vector addition and 

scalar multiplication , and Pm (x) = !x ’"1 for any x={x
ll

}n EN and m=1.2,"', 
then 、，\"e can consider the projective Jimit L_ of (L" .. \ ; m = I , 2, ... J. We can r _. '~(þ.) 

check ihal (Lr)w is R N with the pr。duct t。pology， and hence ls barrelled. 

Hence (Lf)w= Ir by Prop。sili。n 5. ThlS implies the conclusion by (1) , p.58 

of [IJ. 

We can easily check that the projective limit topology of nN induced by 
{Pm m= l , 2, } is the pr。duct t。p。logy s,nce lPm m=1 , 2, l is separable 

(i. e. for any x""OεRN， Pm ( t) # O f。r s。me mεZ >), the former topology is 
+∞ ‘ +∞ 

metrizable by the metric d{x,y) = C 2- mp‘ (X-y) (l+P‘ (x - y)) - '= ε_ 2- m 
m= J “ m=l 

N |1rr,- Ym l (l+|1m-Ym|)-l f。r x，yεR" {Prop. 2.6.2, [3J, where the proof is 

independent of the assumption that (qm : ",= 1,2, ... ) is increasing by modifying. 
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the proof on p. 115). Thus the three topologies-product, projective limit and 

metric-on R N are identica l. This gives a functional analytic proof of the 

cIassical result that R N with the product topology is metrizable (Thm. 2.9.5, 
[10]) . 

4. Relations among partieular subsets of the duals ot boundedly and convergently 

barrelled spaces 

Jf L is a LCS and A is a bounded subset of L, then T A : ι→ [0, +∞) by 

ψ→sup (I' (x) I : xεA) is well.defined and a semi-norm. Jf ω i5 a non-empty 

collection of bounded subsets of L and L이， is the projective limit of (L(T,)' : 
AEω) ， then Lw' has a subbase (or base) of neighborhoods of OEι consisting 

” of the sets of the form ,Ao (or , ñ (AJ 0) , where A, A，εω for i = l , 2, ."n and 
t=l ,>0. The subbase is meant that the fin ite intersections of the members of it 

form a base of neighborhoods of 0εL’. Similarly, if A' is a bou nded subset 

of L: , then 0 (A') is absorbing in L. Hence Þ A' : L• [0, +∞) by x • sup ( 1ψ (x) I 
ψEA’ I is well.defined and a semi-norm. Jf ω’ is a non -empty collection of 

lmunded subsets 。f Lg’ and Lω， is the projective limit of (L(p, ') : A’Ew' ), then 

we can cI early depict the subbase and base of neighborhoods of OELω’ ln 

particular, if w' is the collection of all bounded subse ts of L: (or L/) , then 

we write Lß (or Lß.) for L~" and hence Lß (or Lß.) has a base of neighborho여S 

of 0εL consisting of the sets of the form 0 (A’) for any bounded su bset A' of 

L: (or L;). Jt is c1ear that L •. <;; L.. lf V is a c1osed, convex, balanced 
β。=-ß‘

neigl뼈rhood of OEL, then VO is bounded in L/, and V=o(Vo) is a neigh

borh∞d of OELß• This implies L드Lß.(드Lß). Thus bounded subsets of Lß (or 

L.) are bounded in L.. (or L). However, if B is bounded in L , then If' is a 
/"0 /"0 

neighborhood of 0르Lß’ lf A’ is bounded in Lß’, then A’드aBO for some a> O 

implies B<;;ao(A’) . This is true for any bounded subset A' of L/ Thus B is 

bounded in Lß. Hence L and Lß. have the same bounded subsets. The gener

alizat ion of this fact can be found in Theorem 12, [4]. However, we have 

the fo l1owing somewhat inverse result 

LEMMA 3. Let L be LCS. Then the following statemenl s are equivalent. 

(i) /3ounded subsels of L (or Lß,l are bounded in Lß. 

(ii) /3ou짜d subsets of L: are bounded in Lß’ 
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PROOF: By routine computations, we can prove this lemma. 

We now give several examples of the construction of L.ω， . Let L be a LCS 

.and ω’ be the collection of all bounded sequences in L.' (or LP') ‘ Then we 

write L。. (Or L6) f。r Lω .. Similarly, if ν is the collection of all null sequences 

ln Lot (Or Li) , then we write L。. (。r Lc) f。r Li Hence L。， (。r L&) and Le, 
(or L, ) have subbases of neighborhoods of 0εL consisting of the sets of the 

form o( tp. : n=I , 2, ‘}, where {% : 끼=1 ， 2， … is any bounded sequence in L/ 

(or Lß' ) Or null sequence in L.' (or LP'), respectively. We note that all the 

collections in this paragraph are closed under positive multiple. These spaces 

‘ can also characterize our spaces. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let L be a LCS. T hen, 
(l) L ,s o-bou,,dtdiy (or bomdtdly) barrelled M ad oaly ,f L。，드L (or L;드L). 

(i i) L is a-co.νergently (or conνergently) barrelled if and only if L.，드L (or Lc 

드L) 

(…) L is barrelled (or quasibarrelle씨 if and only if Lß=L (or Lßo =L) 

PROOF. (i) & (ii) All the cases follow directly from various barrels (which 

define the stated barrelled spaces) and the arguments of subbasic neighborhoods 

of the zero vectors (in the last paragraph) . 

(ii) If L is barrelled and A' is bounded in L.', then B=o(A' ) is a barrel of 

L which is a neighborhood of 0εL. Hence Lß드L. Conversely, if B is a barrel 

of L, then B=o (A' ) for some bounded subset A’ 。f L。’ (e.g. A’=8") . Hence 

B is a neighborhood of OEL
ß
= L. The other case can be proved similarly. 

From Corollary 4 (ii) and Proposition 6 (iii) , we can conclude Lß= Lpp, and 

L o = Lø . . for any LcSL. '!Jo- LJPpJ 

There are certainly analogies of Proposition 6 for countably barrelled spaces 
Let w' be the collection of all bounded subsets of L。’ (or LP') which are 

countable unions of equicontinuous subsets of L ’ Then L is countably barrelled 

(。r quasibarrelled) If and only if Li드L. 

We now consider the main objective of this section. 

PROPOSITION 7. (i) If L is a a-boundedly (or a-convergently) barrelled space, 
. then bounded subsets of L.' are bounded in Lp'. 

(ii) If L is a. boundedly barrelled spaces, then equicontinωus sequences, bounded 
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"Sequences in L。’ and LP' are identical (cf. Thm. 2.12.1 , [8J). 

PROOF. (i) It suffices to prove the case in the parentheses. Let A' be 

bounded in L:. lf B is a bounded subset of L with sup (Iψ (X) I : XεB， ψEA’ } 

=∞， then, for any nEZ+ , there is an qJn드A' with sup (1\D.(x) I : xEB} > n' 

Since {ψ1" : n= l , 2, ’ is bounded in L.' and 1/ n• o as n-→+∞， {n-lψ，，; n=l , 
2, … ) is a null sequence in L: (Lemma 2.12.2, [3J) , and hence equicontinuous 

。n L. Thus ( n-'ψ. : n= I , 2, ".) is bounded in L’ß' and Îs contained in aBo for 

some <<> 0. This implies \D.EanIf'드n2냉， Or equivalently, sup (1 \D. (x) I : xEB} 

< n' for n:2: [a+2J , where [a+2J is the largest integer less than or equal to 

a+2 . This is a contradiction. Hence sup{ 1\D (x) I : xEB, ψEA’ l :5:a<+∞ for some 

a> O. This implies A’드a냉 for any bounded subset B of L, and we proved 

this part. 

We have the following applications of this proposition. 

COROL LARY 5. 11 L, (i= I , 2) is a LCS OVtr K and L, is q-boundedly (or q

convergently) barrelled, then bounded subsets 01 a1.(L" L,) are bounded in @ß(L,’ 
L,) . Also, L" (L ,) ß. and (L ,) ß have the same bounded subsets. 

PROOF. For the first statement, we need the following result: Let L,(i= I,2) 

be a LCS over K , A드a1 (L" L,) and ω be a non-empty collection of bounded 

subsets of L!, then A ls equic。nilnu。us on Ll (Or b。unded in sg‘’ (L" L,)) 

if and only if 'A (A,’) is equicontinuous on L , (or bounded in (L ,) ø' ) for any 

equicontinuous subset A,' of L,' , where 'A (A’) = ('ψ (<Þ) : \DEA and ψEA，’) and 

tψ is the transpose of ψ (De f. on p.254, [3J)- Thm. 4, [4J. Thus the first 

statement follows directly from this result and Proposition 7 (iJ, while the 

second statement follows from Lemma 3 and Proposition 7 (i). 

COROLLARY 6. Let L be a q-boundedly barrelled sþace. Then 

(i) Bounded subsets 01 L are bounded in Lß 

(ii) Any absorbing sequence {An : n= 1,2, '" J 01 closed subsets 01 L is a bornivorous 

sequence (in the sense 01 ProÞosition 3(iv)). 

PROOF. (ii) We first note that if A is a closed, convex, balanced subset of 

L and x종A， then there is an ψEAO with 1\D (x) 1=1. We now prove this part 

1f B is a bounded subset of Lß which is not absorbed by any A.’ then, in 
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particular, B또rIA， for nez+ , Let z ,,eB/”A”. Then |ψ. (x.) I =n for some 

%EA: and any ，lεZ+ ‘ If zEL, lhen ZEaA ,,@ for some a> O and ”oEZ+ 

implies 11" •• (x) l :S;a implies 11".(x) l :S;a for n;:::no. Hence sup I 11".(x) I :n=I.2. 

) <+∞ for any xEL. and (ψ : n= 1.2. ‘ is bαmded in L' . Since B is 
” 

bαmded in Lp' we have sup( Iψ• (x) I : xεB ’ n=I.2 •. .. ) <∞. But supl ll".(x) 1 

xEB; n=l. 2 •... );::: sup I Iψ.(x.) 1 :n=I.2 •. .. )=∞ which is a contradiction ‘ 

Thus any bounded subset of 샤. and so is any bounded subset of L by (i). is 

absorbed by some A •. 

We have the following analogy of Corollary 6. 

COROLLARY 7. Ltt L bt a ,,- convergently barrtlled space. Then 

(i) Boundtd subsets of L are boundtd in Lp 

(jj) lfIA.:n=I.2. … is an ’ncreasl재 sequenιe 0/ closed, cOnVtI, balanced 

SUbStls 01 L with aηα xEL in some A_, . then {A_ : n= 1, 2, .. . } is a bornivorous 
’ stqutnce. Tht same conclusion holds if lAn : n= 1,2, ... } satisfies the stri’'lgent conditions : 

{A" : n=1 , 2, … is a sequence 01 closed, convex, balanced substl S 01 L w;th al’ 
zεL ;11 An for all but finitely many n’s 

PROOF. (ii) Jf B is a bounded subset of Lp which is not absorbed by any 

An
' 

then, for any nEZ+, there exist an x"EBlnA J'I and ψ EA~ with 1ψ (x.) 1 
” 

=n. If xEL and ,> 0. then '-'XEA_. for some ιEZ+ implies 1ψ (x) 1 드， for 
" U 

n;:::no. This implies lim I".(x) =0 for any xεL. Thus (1". ’ 끼= 1 ， 2 ， .. -J is a 
.-∞ null sequence in L_' , and bounded in L ’ Hence sup I 1φ (x) 1 : xEB; n=l . 2. 

0 

.. ) <∞. But supl 11". (x.) 1 : n= 1. 2 •... ) =∞ . This is a contradiction. Hence 

any bounded subset of L is absorbed by some A. by (i) . Jf IA. : n=I.2 •.. . 1 

satisfies the alternative condition and xEL, then there is an n。εZ+ with 

XEA" for n는no. Hence 11". (x) I 드1 for n;:::no implies ψ.Elx)o for n;:::no. This 

implies that (1". : n= 1.2 •... ) is a null sequence in L，。’ The rest of the proof 

fo lJows the same pattern as the previous case ‘ 

The last application is on the reflexivity. A LCS L is Hausdorff if and 
only if I 이 is c10sed in L (Corollary 4.2. (12) ) . Thus if L is Hausdorff. then 

so is L., (Prop. 3.4.3. [3)). and vice versa. On the other hand. if xεL is 

fixed and .i : J;’• K is the evaluation map defined by ψ→ψ (.x). then .i is a 
JineaT functÎonaJ on ι Whose absolute value lS the c。ntinllollS senil-norm Tx 
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on LJ. Hence ￡ε (L:)' r;; (L/ l'. Furthermore. the map I/f : L→ (L.γ by x-'x 

is Iinear and surjective (Prop. 3.2.2. [3J). If L is Hausdorff and i(\O) =0 for 
any \0εL’ . then þ~ (x) =0 for any \OE L' implies x=O implies i=O. Thus ψ is 

injective. ln other words. if L is a Hausdorff LCS. then Ijí is an algebraic 

isomorphi sm (Thm. N. 8. 1. [14]). Hence if L is Hausdorff and w' is a non

empty collectlOn 。f bounded subsets 。f LJ, then Lα’ and (L:) ‘’,’ are home

omorphically isomorphic (since ψ(O(A'))=ψ ((xEL: Iψ (x) / ~I for ψεA’)) = 

{W(x) : /W(x) (ψ) I 드1 for ψ드A’ }=(A’) 0 for any non-empty A'드L'). ln particular. 
Lw and (LJ)J are horneom。rphlCally is。morphic， and s。 are Lg and (LJμ. 

If L is a Hallsd。rff LCS, then @ : L-- (L/) ’, by x • x is an algebraic isom

orphism. ln case that Ijí is algebraic (or homeomorphic) isomorphism between 

L and (LP') ’ (or L and (L김씨 . then L is called semi-rψexiTX! (or reflexiTX!) 

- Defs. 3. 8.2 and 3.8. 3. [3] ‘ Thus if L is semi-reflexive. then (L:)'= (LP') ’· 

COROLLARY 8. lf L is a reflexive. q-boundedly (or q-convergently) barrelled 

sþace, Ihen Lß is rellexive. 

PR∞F. By Proposition 7 (i) and the identity (L:) , = (Lpγ• L: and Lp ' have 

the same bounded subsets, and (LJ)β'=(Lp’)p’ This implies 샤르 (L김j， 

where “프 .. means homeomorphic isomorph ism through lJf. Since L is reflexive, 
so are (L ’) ’ and L. by the homeomorphic isomorphism. 'ß ' p 

At the end of this section. we will give some generalizations of Corollaries 

6.7 and 8 
Let L be a LCS and {An : n= I.2 •... } be an increasing sequence of c1osed. 

O convex. balanced subsets of L and ψ εA~for nEZ T
• If (A.:n=I.2 •... ) is n n n 

∞ 

an absorbing sequence (or U A. =L). then {ψ. : n= 1. 2 •... ) is a bounded (or 
,.=1 

n비 l) sequence in Lat. 

THEOREM 5. Let L be a LCS and {An : n=I.2 •... } be an increasing sequence of 

closed. cOllvex. balanced subsets of L. lf 0", of the folhnαng conditions is satisfied, 
(l) {A” ”= l ,2, } ls aa absorblrg sequeMe, 

∞ 

(ji) U A. = L. 
n=1 “ 

then {An : n= 1, 2, ‘ } is a bα-nivorous uquence in Lp' The same conclusio끼 holds if 

{An : n= l , 2,"'} is a sequence 01 closed, convex, bla끼ced subsets of L with aηy 
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1드L in An Jor all but Jinitely maηIy n’s 

In fact, the condition for L to be u-boundedly (or u-convergently) barrelled 

is not necessary in Corollary 8. 

THEOREM 6. Let L be a HausdorJJ LCS. Then 

(i) 1J L is S<11Ii.reJlexiνt， then L ,,=L "J ~"'_ . ""'1 ... . wOÞ -{J ~{J。

(ij) 1J L is rψexive， 샤eη so are Lß and Lß.' and L = Lß= Lß. 

PROOF. (i) Since L is semi-refJexive, L ’ and L.' have the same bounded ' • • 
subsets and (L.') β’ =(Lß’)ß’ But ?V :L• (L.’) ' and ψ :L• (L/) ' being algebraic 

isomorphisms implies that iV : Lß- (L.' ) / and ?V : Lß.• (L/) / are homeomorphic 

isomorphisms, Thus Lß= Lß. 

(ii) If L is re fJexive, then L is semi-re fJexive and Lß= Lß. by (i). Since 

Lß르 (L:) ß’ = (Lß’)ß’르L， we have L=Lß 

5. Banach-Steinhaus theorems and mapping properties of boundedly and con\'er 

gently barrelled spaces 

One of the main themes of the theory of LCS is to di scuss the continuity 

of the ]imiting function of a sequence of continuous, linear maps on a given 
space. This kind of results is called Banach-Steinhaus theorems of LCS 

These theorems of barrelled and countably barrelled spaces have been obtained 
(Prop. 3.6.5 with its corollary, [3] ; Thm. 33.1 with its corollary, [I2] ; and 

Thms. 3 and 7, [6] ). In this section, we will prove the filter and sequence 
versions of Banach-Steinhaus theorems of boundedly and convergently barrelled 

spaces. 

LEMM A 4. Let L be a linear topological spac< over K and L' ". the linear spac< 

oJ all linear Junctionals on L. Let (ψn : n= 1. 2, ,-• be a sequence in L* which 

converges /0 ψo þointwisely on L. Then 

(i) ψOEL* 

(i i) 1J (1'. : n= I, 2, ’ is an equicontinuous sequence in L' I then ψ。EL’·

PROOF. (i) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.6.1, [3] . If x ,yEL 
+ and e> O, then there exi st n;εZ' (i = I ,2,3) with I l'n(x) -ψ。 (x) 1 < ' (3 for 

”는n ， ; 1 ψ” (y)-ψ。 (y) 1 <,(3 for n~n2 ’ and 1φ” (x+y)-ψ。 (x+y) 1 < e(3 for n~끼3 

If no=max(ni : i=l ,2, 31 , then 11'0(x) +ψ。(y)-ψ。 (x +y) 1 드 !ψ。 (x) -ψ• (x) 1 + 11'0 (y) ‘ 
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-ψ. (y) 1 + 1φ。 (x+y) -ψ• (x +yJ 1<< for n;즈ηo' This is true for any <> 0. Thuõ 

ψ。 (x+y) =ψ。 (x) +φ。(y). If aEK. then there exist n,. n2EZ+ with 1ψ.(x) -

ψ。 (x) I<</2( lal+ l) for n;?:n, ;and 1 1'.(ax)-ψ。 (ax) 1 < </2. Thus 1ψ。 (ax) -aψ。

(껴 1<< for n늘no= max(n，. n2) and <>0. Thus 1'0 (ax) =aψ。 (x) . 

(ii) By (i). ψ。εL*. If <> 0. then there is a neighborho여 V of OEL with 

’ + 11'. (x) 1 <숭< for xEV and nεZ'. Jf xE Y is fixed , then there is an n.o’'OEZ 

WI“…t“th 11'씨1'. (떠피 -꺼1'0 (x.떠I피) 1κ<÷E fh。mr ”션르no' H바en따때c야e 11'써ψ1'0 (떠z쳐)1넘s되1 1'，ψ%센0μ(떠z뇌)-ψ1'.μ싸(x떠x찌) 1 +버+에11'씨싸ψ%앤nμ까(x셰I 
for ’1l~즈간noσ. Thus ψ1'0 1섭s continuous at 0아E드L. T까his implies ψI'OE드드L' (prop. 2‘ 5.1. [3]) 

THEOREM 7. út L be a q-boundedly (or q- convergently) barrelled spa" cn'er K. 

(i) I1 (1'.: n=I.2 .... )드L’ such that (1'. (x) : n=l. 2. ‘ is bounded in K (or 

llm %(z) = 0) Kr any zgL, then {φIn : n=1 , 2, ... } is equicontinuous On L and 
n-+∞ 

there is a continuous semi.morm p 011 L with l Ý'n(x) 1 드p (x) lor xEL and nEZ+. 

(i i) I1 (ψ，. :n= 1 ， 2. ‘ }드L’ such that lim 1'. (x) =ψ。 (x) exi sts for any xEL, 
t→∞ 

then ψOEι， (Ý'n: n= l , 2,''') is equicontinuo따 on L and converges to Ý'o in L;,' ‘ 

(iii) I1 (1'_ : O<~<a)드L’ such that 1 im ψ (x) =I'n (x) exists lor any xEL. then 
η-0‘ ’ u 

ψOEL' and I껴 : 0<η<a} C0 1tverges to C{Jo in L/ as η→0+ 

PR。。F (1) If L is g-boundedly barrelled, lhen {% ”= 1, 2, ‘.) is bounded 

ìn L 기 and equicontinuous on L. Thus (ço_ : n= l , 2, 샤드yO f or some open, 
n 

convex. balanced neighborhood V of 0εL (Prop. 3.4.6. [3J). Let p (x) be the 
Minkowski functional associated with V on L. Then p (x) is a continuous 

semi-norm on L and V=p -1 ([0.1)) (Lemma 5.1, [11]). We claim that 11'. (x) 1 

드p (x) for any xEL and nEZ+. If this were not true. then there exist an 

xOEL and no드Z+ with P (x,) <1 1'. , (x ,) 1. We consider the following cases. 

(a) If p(갱 =0, then we let a.> 11'.,Ix,) 1- ' be fixed. Thus P(aox,) =0 implies 

aoxOEV implies 11'., (aox,) 1:S;1. But 11'., (aox,) 1> 1. This is a contradiction. 

(b) If P(1o) # 0, then 1%， (1이 >aoP(낌 for some a。> 1 Ify。=(aoP(1J) -l% , 

then P (y,) < 1 implies yoEV implies 1ψn，애 1 :S; I 

But 1 1'.。배 1 = (aoP (x,)) - J 11'., (x ,) 1> 1. This is a contradiction. Hence 1ψn (x) 1 ’ 

:S;P (x) for any xεL and nεZ.... lf L is q-convergently barrelled and lim 
”→∞ 

ψ• (x) = 0 for any xεL， then {C{J,.,: n=I.2, ... ] is a nu l1 sequence in L (1 " and 'J 

hence equicontinuous on L. The rest of the proof follows the same paHern‘ 
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as the previous case. 
(ii) If L is q-boundedly barrelled, then 1ψ11 : n= 1,2, ... } is equicontinuous 

on L by (i). Hence 'PoEL' by Lemma 4 (ii). This result al so follows directly 

from (i) : By (i) , there is a continuous semi-norm p 00 L with ψn (x) 1 드p(x) 

for xεL and nEZ+. Hence 1ψ。 (x) l :S;p (x) for any xEL implies that '1'0 is 

continuous at 0εL implies ψ。εL’ (Prop. 2‘ 5.1 , [3]). By assumption ， κ ‘ 

n= 1, 2, ... 1 converges to '1'0 in L:. Hence ψ。 i s in the closure A' of 1ψ” ”= 
1,2, … in L/. and A’ is equicontinuous on L (prop. 32. 4, [12]). This implies 

that 1ψ11 : 11= 1, 2, , .. } converges to ψo in (A'). = (A') 1 by Lemma 2, where (A'). 

and (A') , are A' with the relative topologies induced by L: and L,', respe

ctively. Thus {φn : n= l , 2, ",} converges to ψo in L,'. If L is ,,-convergently 

barrelled, then ψ'OEL* by Lemma 4 (i) and l 'Pn : n= 1, 2, ... 1 is equicontinuous 

on L (by the definition of q-convergently barrelled spaces). Thus ψ。ει by 

either (i) Or Lemma 4 (ii). The rest of the proof follo \Vs the same pattern 

as the previous case. 

(ii i) For any nEZ+ , let S ’‘ =1 '1', : O<~:S; a/n). Thus Sm n Sn=Smox I’‘’ n} for 
m， nεZT Hence {S” a = l , 2, · } can be a base 。f a fllter 37 on ι (De f. on 

p.77, [3]) . For any xEL, we let A' (x) = 1ψ (x) : φEA’ 1 for aoy A'EY 

and .5'• (x) = 1 A' (x) : A' E.5'기 lt is clear that Y (x) *ø and Y (r) is closed 

under finite intersection. lf A' (r) E Y (r) and B드K with A' (x) 드B， then :i 

(A') =A’ (x) 드B implies A’드:i-'(B) =B’ implies B'EY, where :i : ι→K is the 

evaluation map defined by I{!→ψ (x) . Hence B' (r) = 1ψ(r) ψεB'=r' (B) I=B. 

This proves that Y (x) is a filter on K. We now separate the proof into 

following steps. 

(al lim 꺼 (x) =I{!o (x) if and only if Y (r) converges to '1'0 (x) . Indeed, 
,,-0+ '1 

if e> O, then there is an O< ð<a with 1껴 (r) -ψ。 (x) 19 for O<~<ð. If 

nεZ+ 、;vith a/ n5,ð, then 1꺼 (x) -ψ。 (x) I:S;' for O<~:S;a/n implies Sn (r) 드 
V(，ψ。 (xl ， e) = 1%εK: 1 %-ψ。 (x) 1 드，). Thus Y (r) converges to 1'0 (x) . Conversely, 
there is an nE Z' with Sn (x) 드V(ψ。 (r) ， ,) which implies 1 껴 (x) -I{!o (x) 1 드e for 

0<η:S;a/n=ð. 

(b) For any nεz+， let %ES,, be flied- If xeL and s> 0, then Sno (1) 드 
V(ψ。 (1) ， E) for some l1oEZ + lmplles lp (z)-ψ (x) I:S;, implies 1ψ (x) -ψ (x) 1 드E 

110'-' ro 
for n근시O‘ Hence 1ψ” ‘ n= 1, 2, ... 1 converges to I{!o pointwisely on L. By (ii) , 
ψOEι and Il{!n η= 1, 2, ... 1 converges to ψo ln L/, 
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(c) If 1", ‘ O<~<al does not converge to "0 in L,' as ~→0+ ， then there is 

a precompact subset A of L such that, for any O< ð< a , there is an 0<η드6 

with 꺼gψo+AO In partIC비ar ， for any εZ+ ， there is an lffnESn\ (ψ'0 + AO) 

Since 1φn : n = 1, 2, ... } converges to ψo in L).' , there is an "oEZ + with qr n

ψOE써 for n으 "0' This is a contradiction. Hence (", : O<~<이 converges t。 ψo 

in L/ as η→0+ 

If L is C1-convergently barre lJed and '1'.르Sn for nE Z +, then lim ψ• (x) = 
”• g 

"0 (x) for any xεL. Hence "o드L' and 1". : 11=1 , 2, " " converges to ωo ln LA, 
by (ii) . The rest of the proof is similar to the previous case. We note that 

Y has a base 만 ”= 1,2, | Wlth Sn+l드S” f。r E Z + in thlS proof 

Jn the proofs of T heorem 7 (i) and (ii) , we use the fact s that the nu lJ and 

convergent sequences in L / are equicontinuous on L if L is q-convergently bar

re lJed. The first fact is certainly the definition of this cJass of spaces. For the 

second fact, we have t。 clanfy some amblgulues If {p” a = l , 2, l lS a 

sequence in L' which converges 10 ψ。 pointwisely on L, then we say that 

{ψn : n= 1,2, .. . ) is a convergent sequence in L' q' But we do not assume CfJ。εU

in this definition. However, if we assume that such convergent sequences in 

Lq' are equicontinuous on L, then ψ。ει by Lemma 4 (i i) , and 1". : 11 = 1, 2, ... 1 

is a convergent sequence (to (þo) in L/. 1n other words, the second fact 

generalizes the original definitiod of C1-convergently barre lJed spaces. Simila

rly, L is convergently barre lJed if any convergent sequence Iψ” : ”= 1, 2, l 

in Lp' is equicontinuous on L . For this definition, we assume that there is 

an φ。 :L→K mut may not be continuous) such that WI ”= l , 2, ‘ ’ 1 converges 

t。 ψo uniformly on bounded subsets of L. It is cJear that ψo is the poi ntwise 

limit of (ψ.: 11 = 1,2, "'1 on L, and hence ψOEL' by Lemma 4 (i) . On the other 

hand, the equicontinuity of (". : 11 = 1, 2, '" 1 implies φo르L' by Lemm. 4 (i i) . 

This definition al50 generalizes the original definition of convergently barre

lJed spaces 

Jn Theorem 7 (iii) , the Jinearity of "0 is prcved by construct ing the sequence 

w” ”= l ,2, · !. H。wever， thlS can he dlrectly lmplied by Lemma 3-6 l , [3]

(since Y (x) converges to "0 (x) for any xEL). But the continuity of '1'0 can 
not be impJied by Lemma 3.6.2, [3] since Y is not necessariJy equicontinuous 

(though 1'1'. : 11 = 1, 2, .. . 1 is). P.ence the continuity of 1'0 can onJy be proved 
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through the sequence {ψn : n= 1.2 ， ... } 

COROLLARY 9. lf L is a q- boundedly (or q- convergently) barrelled sþace and Y 
is a filter 011 L' with a countable base {A ’ n=I.2 • ... ) s!lch that Y (x) converges 

” 10 ψ。 (x) for ar.y xEL. then 'PoEL’ and Y cont'trges 10 ψo ’11 L/. 

PROOF 、Nithout 1055 of generali ty, we can assume An+l’드AJ (OtherWlSe 

we )et B_'= 꺼 A:) for nE Z + For any nE Z +. let ψnEA”r 야 fixed . We can 
1=1 

check that ψ。 i s the point、" i se limit of {ψ n= I, 2, ‘“ ) on L. Thus ψ。EL’ and 
U '11 'U 

{'Pn ‘ n= 1, 2. ".) converges t。 ψ。 in L,' by Theorem 7 (ii) . This implies that 

.:T converges t。 ψ。 in L/ 

Jf 、，- e examine the proofs of Theorem 7 (i) and (ii) for the case that L is 

q-boundedly barrelled. then we can fi nd the following interesting phenomena ‘ 

Jf we replace the cond이lon “ {ψ"(x) :n= 1,2, ‘.) is bounded in K for any xEL" 

by “ sup {Iψ，，(.<) 1 ‘ xEB ’ n=I ,2, ... )<∞ for any bounded subset B of L" in 

(i) , then {'P" ‘ η= 1, 2, ... } is bounded in L/, and hence equicontinuous Qn L 

(proposition 7 (ii)). Thus the conclusions holds. On the other hand. if we 

replace the condition “ Iim ψn(x) =ψ。 (x) ex ists for any xEL" by "{'P,,: n= 
”→+∞ 

1,2, ... 1 converges to 'Po uniformly on bounded subsets of Lη in (ii). then ψo 

is certainJy the point\vise limit of (ψn : n= I ,2, ... ) on L. Hence {ψn : n= 1, 2,'''} 
is equicontinuous on L. and 'l'oEL' by Lemma 4(i i) . Thus {'Pn: n= 1.2, ... ) 
converges to ψ。 i n Lß' by new assumption. ln fact, what we stated in this 

paragraph is exactly Banach-Steinhaus the orems of boundedly barrelled spaces 

THEOREM 8. (i) Let L be a boundedly barrelled sþace 

(a) lf {'I'.: n=I ,2 •... )드L' with sup { Iψ (x)1 :xEB òn= I ， 2，"') <∞ for any 11 - •• n 

bounded subset B of L. then {'Pn: n=I.2 , ’ is tquicontinuous on L and there is a 

conlinuous stmi-norm p on L with 1 ψn (x) 1 드þ (x) for xEL and nEZ + 

(b) lf { ψlI : n= l .2 ， ... }드L’ which convtrgts to ψo uniformly on boundtd subut s 01 

L, Ihell "'oEL’, {ψn : n= 1, 2, ... } is equicontinuous on L and COlπeT용es to ψ in L~' o •.• -ß . 

(ii) If L is a conι ergtntly barrtlltd spaa, thtn the co끼clusions of (a) and (b) in 

(i) are true il tht condition “sup (I꺼 (x) 1 : xEB ò n= 1,2, ... ) <∞ for any bounded 

subset B of L" is reþlaced by “ {SOn: n=1.2 .... } converges to 0 un껴rmly on bounded 

subuts 01 L" in (a) ; and all tht assumþtions in (b) are unchanged. 

PROOF. (i) The proof of (a) is similar 10 that of Theorem 7 (i) . For (b) ,. 
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we note that φ。 is the pointwise limit of (IO. : n= I.2 •... J on L. Hence ψo드L~ 

by Lemma 4 (i). If B is bounded in L. then there is an noEZ+ with 1 ψ.(x) -

100(x) 1::;웅 for xEB. and n~no' Thus 110m (x) -ψ• (x) 1::;1 for xEB ir삐es 
CP", -CPnε80 

for m, n~no' ln particular, CPnECfJno+ Bo for n~no' This implies 

{φn:n= 1 ， 2 ， ... }드aIf for some a> O impJies that { ψn: n= 1, 2, " ' } is bounded in 

L/, and equicontinuous on L. Hence ψ。EL’ by Lemma 4 (ii) 

(ii) The proof of (a) is c1ear. For (b), we note that {IO.: n= I.2 • ... J is 

equicontinuous on L by the definition of convergently barrel!ed spaces. Thus. 

100드L' and {ψ. : n= 1. 2 •... J converges to ψo ln La, 

At the end of this section, we prove some theorems on mapping properties:: 

on product spaces in which one space is a barre l!ed space of some kind. AII 

the spaces between Lemma 5 and Theorem 11 are assumed to be Hausdorff. 

LEMMA 5. Let T be a first countable. topological space and A be a collection oF 

K -valued functions on T. Then A is equicontinuous on T (in the sense of the last 

paragraph on p.198. [3J) if aη'd only iλ for any toE T aπd sequence {t n ‘ n= l , 2, ... } 
in T convtrging to to' { cp ι) : n= I.2. ‘ } convtrges 10 ψ (t ，) un껴rm샤 ln ψEA. 

PROOF. If A is equicontinuous on T . then the given condition is c1early 

satisfied. The proof of the converse is similar to that of Lemma 34.1. [12J. 

THEOREM 9. Let L be a q -boundedly barrtlled space over K. T be a topological 

space. and L and T be first countable. Let {IO_ : n= l . 2 . ... J be a sequence of K-valueá .. . 
maps on L x T $atisfying the following conditions 

(i) For any fixed tET. (ψ1I(.， t) :n= 1, 2,'''} is an equicontinuous sequtncein L' ’ 

ψhere ψ. (. • t) : L-K is defined by x - ’1O.(x.t) ; 

(ii) For any fixed xεL. ( ψ1I(.x ， .) :n= 1, 2,… is an equicontimωus sequence of 

K -valued maps on T , where ψ. (x • . ) : T • K is defined by t-ψ• (x. t) 

Then { ψ11 : n= 1,2, ... } is an equicontinuous sequtnce of K-valued maps on L XT. 

PROOF. Since L and T are first countable. so is L x T (Thm. 4. 1. 2. [10J) 

If {(x끼.Im) : m= I.2 .... J is a sequence in L x T converging to (Xo.I,). then 

{xm : m= I.2 .... J and {1m: m= I.2 .... J converge to Xo and to' respectively. By 

Lemma 5. it suffices to prove that (ψ1I (%""t"，) : m=1 , 2,"'} converges ‘0 

10. (xo' 1,) uniformly in ι For the brevity of notations, we wrìte CPn ， ~’‘ for 

ψn ( . ， tm) ε L' for m=O.I. 2 •... and nEZ +. If mEZ+ is fixed. then { ψn.m 
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n= 1, 2, .. . )드L’ is equicontinuous on L, and $0 Îsψn.m φ，"，， 0 : n=l , 2, ... J드L’ 

Thus the latter set is bounded in L_' for mεZ' . We can check that (1' __ -
t 

ψn.O : m’ fl = 1,2, ... } is bounded in L/. and hence equicontinuous on L (since L 

is q-boundedly barrelled). The rest 01 the prool follows the same pattern as 

Theorem 34.1 , [12] 

Let Li {i = 1,2, 3) be a linear (or locally convex) space over K. Then the 

deCinition of bilinear (or separately continuous, bilinear) maps from L,x L, 
into L3 can be found on p.355 (or De f. 4.7.1) of [3] . A bilinear map is 

continuous on L
1 
x L

2 
if and only if it is continuous at (0, 0) εL， X L, (Prop 

4.7.1 , [3J) , and any continuous, bilinear map from L, X L
2 

into L3 is separately 

continuous. The converse of the latter statement is generally not true. The. 

orem 4.7.1 , [3] gives a sufficient condition for the converse to be true, and 

can be considered as a property of barrelled spaces. The following theorem 

extends this result to other classes of barrelled spaces 

THEORE~이 10. Let Li {i =1 ,2,3) be LCS over K and μ (i= 1, 2) be first countable. 

(i. e. þseudo.metri:able by Thm . 2.6.1 and þroþ. 2.6.2, [3]). Then 

(i) Jf L
1 

is countably barrelled, the any separately continuous, bilinear map <p 

L . x L • L_ is conJ inuous. 1 ~ ~ .....2 -3 

(ii) If L, is q - boundedly (or q-convergently) barrelIed, then aπ':1 separately COn1 in. 

UO :JS, bilinear functional ψ L,x L2
• K is cOn1 i’'tuous. 

PROOF. (i) Since Li (i= 1, 2) is first countable, so is L, X L
2

• Hence ψ ' s 

continuous on L, X L2 if and only if l' is continuous at (0, 0) EL, X L, if and 

only if (l' (xn'Yn) :n=I , 2,"'} is a null sequence in L3 when ((xn'Yn) :n = I, 2, 
‘ } is a null sequence in L, X L2 (Thm. 4. 1. 1 (b), [10]). Let ((xn'Yn) : n= 1, 2, 

} be a null sequence in L, X L2 and IV be a closed, convex, balanced neigh

borhood 01 OEL
3

. For any nEZ +, we write ψ (.) for ψ(. ,y J E &í! (L" LJ 
n' --- '-1 ’ 3 

+∞ -
Let A=(xEL, ψ (x， yn)EW for nEZ끼= n % l(M. Then Ais closed- convex, 

n-' 
balanced in L, and a countable intersection 01 closed, convex, balanced neigh-

borhoods 01 OEL.. If XEL, is fixed , then l' (x , .) E &í! (L
2
, L3) imp1ies that {ψ 

(x , Yn) : n= 1, 2, ... } is a null sequence in L3' Hence (ψn(x) :n= I , 2,' ‘ l드alV for 

some a> O lmplles xga￠;l (M f。r any ylEZ T lmplles IEaA Hence A lS a 

-countable barrel of L, which is a neighborhocd of OE L,. Thus there is an n。
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EZ + with X ’‘EA for n;;::: no' This implies, in particular, ψ(1”， y”)gW for ”르 
no' Hence (\O (xn,yn) : n= I , 2," ') is a null sequence in L3' 

(ii) Let D be the ciosed, unit di sk of K , then (, D : ,> O) is a base of 

neighborhoods of OE K. Let A = (xE L , ψ (x， yJ εD lor nεZ+) = 움 ψ~ j (D) = 
“ 11 =-1 

o(ψ11: n= 1. 2 •.. . ), where { (xn.Y셔 n= I ,2, .. . ) is a null sequence in Lj x L" and 

the pre.polar is taken in Lj' Also, ψn is defined in (i) 

(이 Lj is q -boundedly barrelled : Jf XE LI' then (\On(x) : n= I , 2,"'} is a null 

sequence in K and bounded in K ‘ This l S true for any IeLI T hus lp” n= 

1,2,'" J is ∞unded in (Lj) 。’， ar.d A is a q - bounded barre) 01 Lj 

φ) Lj is q-convergently barrelled : lf XELj, then ( ψn (X) : n= 1, 2, ... ) is a 

null sequence in K. This is true for any XE Lj. Hence (ψn : n= 1,2, ... J Is a 

null sequence in (Lj) . ' , and A is a q-convergent barre) 01 Lj' 

Hence A is a neighborhood of OE Lj for both cases. lf ,> 0 is given , then 

(X드Lj ψ (X， yn) E'D for nE Z +) =,A. T hus, for any basic neighborhocd 'D 01 
∞ 

OE K , the set ,A = n ψ::- ' (,D) is a neighborhood 01 OEL ,. T hi s implies, in 
n =1 “ • 

particular, that there is an noEZ T with ψ (Xn,Y) E'D lor n2 no' Thus ψ ,s 

continuous at (0, 0) E Lj x L" and so is on L, x L, 
In order to construct the analogies 01 Theorem 10 for the counterpart s 01 

the spaces in that theorem, we have to introduce the notion of hypocontinity. 

Let Lifi = I ,2,3) be a LCS over K and w, (or ω，) be a collection of bounded 

subsets of L, (or L강 . lf \0 : Lj x L,• L3 is a separately continuous, bilinear 

map such that, for any neighborhood W of 0εL3 and AEωj (or Bεω깅 , there 

is a neighborho여 V (or U) of OEL, (or 0응Lj) with ψ (Ax V) 드W (or ψ (Ux S) 

드 \V)， then ψ is called ω(or ω12 -) hypocontinuous. In partic비ar， if ω i s 

the collection of all bounded subsets of Lj' then φ satisfying the above cond. 

ition is called ßj - hy∞continuous. In this case, ψ (A x B) is bounded in L3 for 

any AEωj and bounded subset B of L, . The delinitions in this paragraph can 

be found on p.358, [3] 

THEOREM 11. Let Li (i = I,2, 3J be a LCS over K and Lifi= I , 2) be fir st count 

able. 

(i) Jf Lj is quasibarrelled (or countably quasibarrelled), then any ßj- hyPocontinuous, 

bilinear map \0 : Lj x L,• L3 is couniinuous 
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(ii) If L, is boundedly barrelled. then any f3 ,-hyPocontinuous. bilinear functional 

ψ ‘ L,x L,• K is continuous 

PROOF. (i) Let W.A. ((xn 'Yn) :n=I.2 • ... ) and (ψ" : n= l , 2," ’ be defined as 

in Theorem LO (i) ‘ 

(a) L , is quasibarrelled: If B is a bounded subset of L,. then ψ (Bx(Yn ‘ n= 

1.2 • ... )) is bounded in L, (since (y_ : n= l . 2. ‘ is bounded in L,). Thus 
J .- n - z 

ψ (Bx(Yn: 11=1.2 •... )) 드aW for some a>O implies B드aA. Hence A is a quasibarrel 

。f L, . 

∞ 

(b) Ll is countably qLiaslbarrelled Slnce A= n p;l (W) lS a countable inler
,,=1 

section of c1osed. convex. balanced neighborhαx1s of OEL,. A is a counta ble 

quasibarrel of Lr 

The rest of the proofs follow the same pattern as that of Theorem 10 (i) . 
(ii) Let D. A. ((xn. yn) : n= 1.2 • ... ) and ( I"n : n= 1.2 •... ) be defined in Theorem 

LO (ii) . If B is a bounded s뼈set ofLI' then l" (Bx(Yn:n= I.2 • ... )) is bounded 

in K. and contained in aD for some a> O. This implies I I" (x.y셔 I:-:;;a for xEB 
+ . __ _ 1' . AO..-- nO and IIEZ T implies B드aA implies A 드aB". This is true for any oounded subset 

B of L , . Hence AO is bounded in (L ,) /. and so is (ψn: n= 1.2. …) (since (I" n : 

n= 1,2, .. . }드 (O( l"n : 11=1.2 • ... ))o=Ao드aBO for any bounded subset B of L ,). 

where the polars are taken in (L,) '. This implies that A is a bounded barrel 

of Lr The rest of the pr∞f follows the same pattern as that of Theorem LO 

(i) or (ii) . 

6. Concluding remarks 

A l1- boundedly barrelled space L is characterized by the equicontinuilY of 
bounded sequences in L.' (Proposition 1 (ii)). However. this characterization 

can not be generalized. In other words. we have to note the following facts. 
(l) If L lS g boundedly barrelled, then lpunded sutsets of Lgt are n。t

necessarily equicontinuous 

(ii) If L, is a l1-boundedly barrelled space and L, is a Hau여orff LCS over K . 

then bounded sequences in &íi'. (L ,. L,) are not necessarily equicontinuous (c f. 

Thm. 2.12.1. [8]) . 

However. (i) and (ii) are true for barrelled spaces (Prop. 3.6.2. [3] with 

applications of Thm. 4. [4]). Because of these two facts. l1- boundedly barrell혀 
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"Spaces can not have some nice properties. For example, Theorem 7 (ii) is the 
most familiar form of Banach-Steinhaus theorem of LCS. It is expected that 

this can be generalized to the form of Corollary 7, [6J. But if L" L, are LCS 

in the fact (ii) and (\On : 11= 1,2, ... )드&Ø (L" L,) converges to ψo pointwisely on 

L" then ψ'0 is a linear map from L, into L, by the similar proof of Lemma 
4 (i). But we can not prove ψ。ε&Ø (L" L,) since (써 : n= 1, 2,"') is not e'luicon. 

tinuous on L , (though it is bounded in &Ø, (Ll' L,)}. Another example is on 

equicontinuous maps on product spaces. Theorem 34. 1, [12J and Theorem 6, [6J 
.are those for barrell어 and countably barrell혀 spaces, respectively. Our 
Theorem 9 is also of this type. However, Theorem 9 can not be generalized 
to the form of the corresponding result in [12J. If we examine the proof of 
that result, we can find that everything there is valid for our theorem except 

that (κ.mκ， 0: m, n=I , 2,"') is bounded in &Ø.(L"L,), but ma;, not be 

equicontinuous. This is also due to the fact (ii) in the above. 

In this paper, we have discussed eight c1asses of barrelled spaces- the usally 
.so.called barrelled (quasibarrell어) spaces; countably barrelled (quasibarrelled) 

spaces in [6J ; ,,-boundedly (boundedly) barrelled spaces; and ,,-convergently 
(convergently) barrelled spaces in [13J. AII these c1asses of barrelled spaces 
are constructed by considering the polarity of particular subsets of the duals 

For example, a LCS L is barrell어 (or quasibarrelled) if and only if the pre 

polars of bounded subsets of L。’ (or LP') are neighborh뼈s of 0드L. Also, L 

is countably barrelled (or quasibarrelled) if and only if the pre.p이ar of any 
+∞ 

bounded subset of L.' (or L.') of the form U A.' , where A.’드L' is e::}uicon-
n=l “ “ 

tinuous on L for n르Z기 is a neighborhαXI of 0응L. Since a subset A' of ι 

is equicontinuous if and only if A'드 VO for some neighborhood V of OEL, 
we can consider that all the barrell려 spaces are constructed by equicontinuity. 

We also construct various kinds of barrels of LCS. These characterizations of 
various c1asses of barrelled spaces by polarity, equicontinuity and barrels have 

been examined in details in the references or this paper. 
AII the c1asses oi barrelled spaces in the last paragraph can be categorized 

into two groups: The first group contains all the barrelled spaces out of the 

parentheses, and the other contains those in the parentheses. Furthermore, 
. each group can be chained by implications. For example, barrelled (or coun. 

tab 
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of various classes of barrelled spaces in the first group. By Theorems 5 ancf 

6, [4] , we can prove the filter and sequence versions of these theorems for 

continuous, linear maps and functional s on barrelled spaces (Prop. 3.6.5 with 

its corollary, [3: ; and Corollary of Thm. 33.1, [12] ) . As we explained in the 

beginning of this section , q- boundedly barrelled spaces do not have Banach

Steinhaus theorems Io r continuous, Iinear maps (and neither do u-convergently 

barrelled spaces). Thus it is reasonable to say ‘ The more general a barrelled 

space is, the Jess forms of Banach Steinhaus theorems it can possibly have 

The original Banach-Steinhaus theorems are of the dominated form. For 

example, Theorem 1. 8. 1, [3] is that of Banach spaces. The generalization of 

this ‘ype of Banach Steinhaus theorems of LCS is Theorem 5 (i) , [4] which 

is of the form of T heorem 7 (i) . Jn other words, we constructed a continuous 

semÎ-norm to dominate the given collection of continuous, linear functi onals 

Howe\"er, \ ,,'e have rather considered more careIully these theorems of coo

tinuous form. ?\1ore preci sely, if we compare Lemma 4 (ii ) with the defjnition 

of q cO ll\'ergently barrelled spaces, then the conclusion of Theorem 7 (ii) for 

this c1ass of spaces are vacuously true since weakly convergent sequences in 

the dual of these spaces are defined to be equicontinuous. Thus we can 

consider that the construclion of q-convergently barrelled spaces leads to the 

genera l settings of Banach- Steinhaus theorems of LCS in the above sense 
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